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SUMMARY
Passionate programmer with 2+ years of professional experience in Flutter, Firebase, Supabase, REST API Integration, FCM, Bloc,
Riverpod, Provider, Vx_state, Getx. Skilled in developing high-performance applications for iOS and Android. Proficient with
web technologies such as tRPC, nextjs, nextauth/clerk, prisma, turborepo, vercel, planetscale/xata, typescript,
mui/joyui/charka/mantine/shadcn.

EXPERIENCE
Flutter Developer
Khalti - July 2022 - Present, Lalitpur • Implemented the most e�ective user acquisition features such as events, SFT (secure fund
transfer) and user retention features such as AutoPay, iMark (a device where merchants can scan custom cards to checkout) in the
2nd largest and fastest growing payment gateway provider of Nepal.
• Strong teamwork skills.
•Strong collaboration and open-source skills.
•Learned to work in a fully agile environment, following scrum.
•Keeping all the stakeholders in loop.
• Strong unit, page, integration testing skills.
• Building software with scalability in mind, knowing the features will be used bymillions, and
implementing the best architecture, newest language/framework features, properly following design
patterns and best practices, going out of the way and discarding some best practices when needed.
• Short PRs and timely PR reviews.

Flutter/JS Developer
Sageflick - December 2023 - Present, Lalitpur
• Initiated, architected, and developed a box o�ce software in flutter desktop.
• Developed internal libraries for streamlining forms, data fetching, code generation,
schema validation/parsing bymaking and breaking flutter/dart in multiple ways for an
incredible Dx.

• Developed a framework agnostic schema to widget renderer with no code generation (before
macros in dart), with a web based schema editor in nextjs, trpc, tailwind.
• Developedmultiple features incolving complex user interactions, dragging, intersecting,
observing intersections, and so on in web with nextjs, chakra ui, and redux toolkit.
• Contributed in internal libraries for backend developers in django.

Flutter Developer
Studydote pvt. ltd. - June 2022 - December 2022, Lalitpur
• Increased user engagement by 40% onMedTurtle by implementing gamification features on the app.
• Collaborated with a cross-functional team of designers to ensure a high-quality product.
• Strong communication skills and ability to explain technical concepts to non-technical
stakeholders. • Strong ability to meet deadlines and deliver high-quality work under pressure.

Flutter Intern
Takhyakar Technologies - December 2021 -March 2022, Kathmandu
• Worked as a Flutter intern at Tathyakar Technologies, where I contributed to the development of the Vhoye app (takeaway and
orders app) resulting in an increase of 10% in the daily orders.
• Learned and implemented Firebase for the backend of the app and state management tools such as Provider and
Riverpod. • Proficient in Git and Agile development methodologies.
• Strong understanding of software development best practices, including testing and documentation.



SKILLS
Frontend: flutter/react/nextjs/react native
Backend: nestjs/django/tRPC/express
Database: mysql/postgres/edgedb/sqlite
Caching: Redis
BAAS: firebase/supabase/amplify
VPS providers: AWS
Hosting: vercel/heroku/railway/onrender
Design: figma, adobe XD
Reverse engineering: bytecode tree, smali
Project management: trello, github projects, jira, clickup
IDEs: android studio/neovim/lunarvim
Languages: smali(assembly),dart,python,java, kotlin, javascript, typescript

Soft Skills: E�ective communication, collaboration, analytical decisionmaking

Open Source
Next.js

Plane

Typebot

Photon

https://github.com/vercel/next.js
https://github.com/makeplane/plane
https://github.com/baptisteArno/typebot.io
https://github.com/eszdman/PhotonCamera

